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INTRODUCTION 
In [3, p. E-121, the notion of torsion primes for semisimple algebraic 
groups was defined (see 2.1 below for a somewhat different definition, 
for reductive groups), and there it was stated (on p. E-41) without 
proof that: 
0.1 THEOREM. Let G be a simply connected semisimple algebraic group 
and t a semkimpb element such that tn E Z(G), the center of G, for some n 
divisible by no torsion prime. Then the semisimple component of &(t) 
is simply connected. 
Our first objective here is to supply a proof of this result and to 
indicate, as is done in [3], its connection with the problem of extending 
to several elements the theorem [12, 8.11 that with G as above, &(t) 
is connected for every semisimple element t. This is done in $2 where 
various extensions and converses are also considered. This follows 
preliminary material in $1 where simple proofs of some results of 
de Siebenthal have been included. 
Our second objective is, with the aid of these results, to supply 
a proof of the following theorem also stated in [3] (on p. E-35). 
0.2 THEOREM. If G is as in 0.1 and the characteristic of the base fild 
is not a torsion prime (as in 1.3 below), then Z,(H) is connected (and 
reductive) for every semisimple H E g; the Lie algebra of G. 
This and related matters, some also mentioned in [3], are discussed 
in 43. 
Our results were obtained in 1963 at the time of the first writing 
of [12]. We omitted their proofs from [12] to avoid digressions and 
from [3] to keep the length down. The starting point, occurring in 
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[12, 1.201, is the theorem that in a finite reflection group acting on 
real vector space, the centralizer of any collection of points is again 
a reflection group. In a final section we indicate the extent to which 
this result holds when the real field is replaced by an arbitrary Abelian 
group. 
The considerations of 92 lead naturally to connections among: the 
torsion primes, the coefficients of the coroot of the highest root, and 
the imbeddability of elementary Abelian p-groups in tori. These connec- 
tions were obtained in [l] for compact Lie groups (which is not an 
essentially different case), however, with many ad hoc verifications 
using the classification, as was lamented by Bore1 himself with the aid 
of a quotation from G. B. Shaw. For this reason in the present develop- 
ment we have avoided proofs by classification like the plague, even when 
such proofs could be accomplished “avec un coup d’ceuil.” 
1. THE GEOMETRY OF THE HIGHEST ROOT 
Throughout this work Z will denote a root system in the classical 
sense, IV its Weyl group, ( , ) a positive definite inner product invariant 
under IV, Z* = {a* = 201/( 01, ol), 01 E ,Z’> the dual system, and V the 
real space extending L(E*), the lattice generated by Z*. The elements 
of .Z should be thought of primarily as functions on L and its extensions 
such as V. We write (CQ , 1 < i < r} for a basis (simple system), 
-010 = ~~=, n,ai for the corresponding highest root (in case Z is 
irreducible), and -a!,,* = x ni*ai* for its coroot. We have 
1.1 (a) ni* = ni(ai , c~&(a~ , Q). 
(b) If 01 is a long root (i.e., as long as 01~) and 01* = C mi*oli*, 
then mi* < ni* for all i. 
Here (a) is clear and (b) then follows. 
We set n,* = 1 so that 
1.2 go ?Zi*O$* = 0. 
1.3 DEFINITION. A prime p is a torsion prime for a root system Z if 
L(Z*)/L(Z;*) has p-t orsion for some closed subsystem Z1 of Z. 
We mean closed with respect to the taking of integral combinations, 
or, equivalently, negatives and sums, whenever these operations lead to 
roots. From the definition we get at once: 
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1.4. If Z1 is a closed subsystem of C, then the torsion primes for 
Z1 are among those for Z. 
Presently we shall show that p is a torsion prime just when it equals 
some n4* for some irreducible component of Z. 
1.5 LEMMA OF THE STRING. Let 2 be an irreducible root system and 
%.l , a1 ,-** the extended system of simple roots so labeled that 01~) 01~ ,..., olq 
is a minimal string connecting (i.e., (CY~ , CQ+~) # 0 for aZZ i) 01~ to a root 
for which n* = max ni* is achieved. 
(a) Each CX( (0 < i < q) is a long root and ni* = i + 1, so 
that in particular n* = q + 1. 
(b) If n* > 1, then the string is a simple string connected to 
the other simple roots only at olq. 
(c) If {wc 1 1 < i < r) denote the fundamental weights defined by 
(9 2 oli*) = &, then for 1 < i < q, oi is a sum of long roots, in fact 
is equal to --~~~~ (i - j), . 
(d) If vi in V is defined by CQ(V$) = 0 for j # 0, i, and olo(vi) = 
- 1, or, equivalently, oli(v4) = l/s , then for 1 < i < q we have 
npg E L(z*). 
Proof. If n* = 1, q = 0, then the only assertion being made is 
that cxo is a long root, which is, of course, well-known (see, e.g., [6, 
p. 16.5, Proposition 251). Assume henceforth that n* > 1. We form the 
inner product of 1.2 with ozo ,01i ,... in turn and then discard a number 
of terms of, the form (CY~ , aj*)nj*, i # j, all GO. Thus we get 
Equality holds only if all the discarded terms are 0. We have (ai , CQ*) = 2 
and 
1.7 
(a0 9 aI*> d -1, 
(% , %+1) < -‘I (1 < i < 4). 
Substituting this into 1.6 we get 
2s,* - n 1* z 0, 
-T$+~ + 2nj* - ~zF+~ > 0 (1 < i c 4). 
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On adding we get n,* + n& - n** > 0, hence nq* < t~,*-~ + 1 since 
n,* = 1. But np* 3 n&1 + 1 from the definition of the string. Thus 
equality holds here and also in all of the above inequalities. Thus 
all roots of the string have the same length by the equality in 1.7, and 
all ni* = i + 1 by induction and the equality in 1.8, which proves (a). 
By the equality in 1.6, CX,, is connected only to 01~ , ari only to CL-~ and 
cyi+r for 1 < i < Q, which proves (b). By (a) and (b), the last expression 
in (c) is a sum of long roots and its inner product with aE* is, for 
1 < K < i equal to -(; - k + 1) + 2(i - k) - (i - K - 1) = 0, for 
K = i equal to 1, and for K > i equal to 0; hence it equals wi , as 
asserted. In (d), nizti and wi are both orthogonal to all CX~ (j f i), hence 
are in the same line; nfvi = (2/(ari, CQ))U~ as we see by taking inner 
products with 0~~ . By (c), wi = C & , a sum of long roots. Since ‘Y~ 
is also long by (a), we have nivf = C pj* EL(C*), as required. 
1.9 Remark. The argument used to prove (a) and (b) can be carried 
one step further to show that if n* > 1, then 0~~ is a branch point. 
1.10 COROLLARY. (a) The coeficients ni* form a connected string of 
integers starting with 1 or with 2 andgoing up. 
(b) For a prime p, the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) p < n*, the largest ni*. 
(2) p = some ni”. 
(3) p j some ni*. 
Here (a) follows from 1.5(a), and (b) follows from (a). 
1.11 Remark. In the same way one may prove an analogous result 
about -01~ itself and its coefficients ni and one may add to (b) the 
condition (4) p is a coefficient of some root. This is because every 
positive root may be written as a sum of simple roots so that every 
partial sum is a root. 
1.12 THEOREM. Let Z be a root system and p a prime. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(a) p is a torsion prime for 27 (see 1.3). 
(b) p satis$es any of the equivalent conditions of 1. IO(b) for 
some irreducible component of .Z. 
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(4 Jv*Ywl*) h as order p for some maximal closed subsystem 
z1 of 22 
1.13 COROLLARY. For Z irreducible of type A, , C, , B, (r > 3), D, , 
E, , E, , E, , F4 , G, , the torsion primes are those <n* = 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 
4, 6, 3, 2, respectively. If Z is reducible, its torsion primes are those of 
its various components. 
This follows from 1.10, 1.12, and a list of highest roots (see, e.g., 
[6, pp. 200-2211). 
To prove 1.12, we may as well assume that Z is irreducible. If (b) 
holds, we set i = p - 1 in 1.5(a), so that ni* = p, and also nZ = p 
since CQ is long. If Z1 consists of all roots C m,aj for which p 1 md , 
it readily follows that Z1 fulfils the requirements of (c). Clearly (c) 
implies (a). For the proof that (a) implies (b) and for other purposes, 
we recall some known facts. We assume Z irreducible and the other 
notation as above. 
1.14. Let S be the simplex in V defined by oli > 0 (1 < i < I), 
% > - 1. Then S is a fundamental domain for W extended by the 
translations of L(Z*) acting on V. Hence S projects faithfully into 
the torus T = V/L(Z*) and there becomes a fundamental domain for IV. 
‘For the proof see either [6, p. 751 or [12, p. 291. 
1.15. Let vc be the vertex of S in V defined as in 1 S(d). Then the 
roots integral at vi (or, equivalently, those vanishing at vi if of is projected 
into T, so that the roots become characters on T) form a closed sub- 
system Zi of rank Y. It consists of all roots (Y = ‘&r rn,aj such that 
rn( = 0, fn, and has (~j 1 j # 0, i} u {at,> as a basis. 
The last point is proved thus: Let 01 be as given. If 01 > 0 and mt = 0, 
then LY = Gut nt++ with each rn* >, 0, while if m, = -n, , then 
~2 = %J + XjSC (mj + nj)aj 9 with each mj + nj > 0 since -01~ is the 
highest root. 
1.16. The subsystem Zr, of 1.15 is maximal if and only if ni is prime. 
Every maximal subsystem of rank I is, up to conjugacy under IV, 
equal to such a Zd . 
This is proved in [5], as follows. If nt is not prime and p 1 n, , then 
the roots x mjaj for which p 1 m, form a larger subsystem because 
of 1.11. Now let Z’ be any maximal subsystem of rank Y. Since 
w? E W), th ere exists a point v at which Z’ is integral and Z is not, 
and this point may be taken in S by 1.14, at a vertex vi since Z’ has 
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rank r. Then Z’ C Zli (as in 1.15) and by maximality equality holds, 
as required. 
1.17. If ni = 1, then {aj ij # i, 0} is a basis of a maximal subsystem, 
and every maximal subsystem of rank <r is obtained this way. 
This is easily verified. 
1.18. If ni = 1, in other words, if all roots are integral at ZJ~ , then 
{CX~ 1 j # 0, i> u (01~) is a basis for ,Z itself and -cui is the corresponding 
highest root. 
For --iyi in terms of this basis has the same sum of coefficients as 
-a0 in terms of the original basis. 
Resuming the proof of 1.12, we prove next: 
1.19. Let Z be irreducible and 2”’ a closed irreducible subsystem. Then 
n*(2) < n*(Z). 
Let 2:” be the rational closure of Z’ in A’. Then every simple system 
of .Z* can be extended to one of 2, for example, by extending it to an 
arbitrary basis in the usual sense (maximal linearly independent) of Z 
and then using the ordering in which the last nonzero coefficient relative 
to this basis counts. By an obvious induction, this reduces the proof 
of 1.19 to two cases: (1) that of 1.16; (2) that of 1.17, but with ni perhaps 
different from 1. Let -cyO , -01~’ be the highest roots of .Z’, zl’ with 
respect to compatible orderings. We express -01~’ = C n,‘ai’ in terms 
of the simple roots of Z:’ and these in turn CX~’ = z mipj in terms of 
the simple roots of 2, so that -01s’ = C lioli with li = I: ni’mij . Now 
every short root must have a short simple root in its support. It follows 
that max ni’ (q’ short) < max li < max nj (ai short), and similarly 
for long roots. Thus if -01~ ’ is long (as --a0 always is), then the same 
inequalities hold on the coefficients of -cx~* and -aox, whence 1.19 
holds. This covers case (1) above and leaves the special case of (2) 
in which two root lengths occur and --a,,’ is short. Then 01% must be 
long, the other simple roots short. Since Z is indecomposable and --acO’ 
is a strictly positive combination of the 01~ ( j # i), we have (- cyO’, 01~) < 0. 
Set 01 = oli - (ai, -&*)(--01~‘), a long root since it equals wBcvi with 
/I = -cq)‘. The coefficients of 01* = OI~* + (mix, a,,‘)(-~$*) then 
dominate those of -ai* and are in turn dominated by those of -cY,,* 
by 1.1(b), whence 1.19. 
Now let p be a torsion prime in 1.12(a). To prove (b), that p < n*, 
in view of 1.19, again by induction we are reduced to the two cases 
just considered. Now in (2) there is no torsion; so (1) must hold. Then 
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by 1.15, L(Z*),‘L(C’*) is cyclic of order ni*. Thus p 1 n,*. We have 
completed the proof of 1.12. 
We continue with a technical lemma needed later. We recall that 
if the notation is as above, then the central elements of T (when it is 
put in as a maximal torus of a semisimple group) are those at which 
all roots vanish (or, in V above, are integral), or, equivalently, belong 
to Z,(W), or yet again (in case Z is irreducible) those represented 
in the fundamental simplex S by the origin and the vertices We with 
n, = 1 as in 1.15. These equivalences are all classical [6] and furthermore 
rather easy to prove. 
1.20. LEMMA. Let C be irreducible, p a prime, and t a central element 
of order p in T, represented in V by the jirst vertex, v, , of S. 
(a) There exist u E T, w E W such that 
(1) (1 - w)u = t. 
(2) up E (t), even = 1 in case p # 2. 
(3) wP=l. . 
(b) If p = 2, th en w in (a) may be chosen so that if /I1 , & ,... 
are the positive roots made negative by w then l/2 C &* is an integral 
multiple of q . 
Proof. We represent (t) = C, say, by the corresponding set of p 
vertices of the fundamental simplex S, and choose u as the centroid 
of the corresponding face. Then up is the product of the elements of C, 
which is t if p = 2 and 1 if p is odd since then the nontrivial elements 
of C cancel in reciprocal pairs, so that (a2) holds. Now S - t is also 
one of the standard fundamental cells (cut from T by the equations 
01 = 0 for all 01 E Z) for the action of W on T, hence has the form wS 
for some w E W. Let u = w-l o pet , translation by -t, so that aS = S. 
Since W acts trivially on C, UC = C - t = C, u fixes the corresponding 
face of S and hence also its centroid u, so that w-l(u - t) = U, 
t = (1 - W)U, and (a2) holds. Then (a3) also holds for UPS = S implies 
w-PS = S since t has order p, and then w-p is 1 since it fixes the set 
of simple roots. Now we claim that (*) w-l as just chosen makes negative 
just those positive roots with cur in their supports. This is known [6, 
p. 176, Proposition 61 and proved thus. pmf maps t and the inequalities 
defining S there to 0 and those defining wS there. Hence (0~~) 01~ , (us me*) 
is a simple system for the chamber containing wS, and w-r maps it 
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onto {a1 , 01~ ,...} and 1 a so matches up the corresponding lowest roots 
a1 and (Ye (see 1.18). Hence w- l keeps positive those positive roots 
with support in ((11s , aa ,...}, i.e., with support not containing CQ . Now 
let (y. be positive with 01~ in its support. Write 01 = (Ye + /I with supp /3 < 
{% , 013 ,*** >. Since w-l supp p = supp w-‘/3 by the above, we have on 
taking heights that h(wu-lar) = h(w-lor,) + h(w-l/3) = ~(cY,,) + h(p) = 
h(ar,) + h(ol) - 1 < 0 since 01~ is the lowest root. Thus W-ICY < 0 and 
(*) holds. Consider now (b), in which p = 2 and w-l = w. The roots 
as in (*) are permuted by every We (j # I), whence their sum is kept 
fixed. Hence l/2 C /Ii* is orthogonal to every af (j # 1) and so must 
be a real multiple of TIN , say cztl . Then 2~71, EL(Z*). Since the order 
of zlI modL(Z*) is 2, we get 2c E 22, c E Z, whence (b). 
We close this section by proving some results of de Siebenthal [lo], 
obtained by him by case-by-case verification. Like him, we shall 
not need them later, but we give proofs since we are set up for them 
and the only other general proofs in the literature are unnecessarily 
complicated [4, $41. 
1.21. Let Z, as above, be a root system and 27 a proper. subsystem of 
the same rank ordered in some way. Then s* = x ct* (CI E C’, iy > 0) 
is singular relative to Z, i.e., orthogonal to some root. 
1.22 Remarks. (a) For 01 a simple root of Z”, w,s* = s* - 2a since 
w, permutes the positive roots of Z’ other than cy. Hence a(~*) = 2, 
independent of cy, by the formula for a reflection. Hence the line 
determined by s* is just “the diagonal” of the given basis of Z’, where 
all simple roots are equal. Thus 1.21 may be reformulated to say that 
this diagonal in V is singular. The corresponding result in T is true 
since s* can be interpreted as a one-parameter group into T whose 
image is just the identity component of the diagonal there; looked 
at this way, it is seen to be true even if T is an algebraic torus. (b) We 
do not require z” to be (integrally) closed (as did the earlier authors) 
only to satisfy w,Z’ = 2:’ for all 01 E Z’. This extra bit of generality 
actually simplifies our development. For example, Z’ might be the set 
of short roots of an irreducible root system Z with two different root 
lengths and hence not be closed. 
Proof of 1.21. Assume not. Then we have an ordering of ,Z in which 
the positive roots are those for which (s*, a) > 0, compatible with the 
given ordering on Z’ by 1.22 above. Label the simple roots (Ye , 0~~ ,..., OLD 
of C so that 01~) cya ,..., aQ are those lying in 2’. Let (Y be some other 
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simple root of Z’, a = C mpi . Then C m&*, a) = 2. By the. choice 
of a, at least two terms occur on the left. Hence exactly two do and 
mc = 1, (s*, at) = 1 for both of them, so that a = at + aj , say, 
with ad , aj not in Z’ and adjacent in the graph of simple roots of Z. 
Now these simple roots have a graph which is a forest (no circuits), 
hence have at most (Y - 4 - 1) adjacent pairs (in fact, exactly I - q - p 
if p is the number of trees). Hence there are at most (r - q - 1) + q = 
I - 1 roots simple relative to Z’, which must therefore have smaller 
rank than Z, a contradiction. 
1.23 Remark. Even without the assumption of equal rank, s* in 1.21 
is likely to be singular. In fact, by further argument it can be shown 
that the only case is which s* is regular when Z is irreducible is: x of 
type A, (Y even), .Z’ any subsystem of rank t - 1. 
1.24 COROLLARY. In 1.21 above, s = C a (a > 0, a E ii") is singular 
relative to 2. 
To get this we apply 1.21 with YZ, Z’, s* replaced by Z*, Z’*, s. 
1.25 COROLLARY. Assume Z irreducible with -a0 = C n,cc, the h@est 
root and n, prime. Let v be the point of V at which a0 , a2 , a3 ,... are 
all 1. Then a1 is also integral at v, which is thus central. 
Proof. Let .Z’ = & as in 1.15, with a,, , a2 , a3 ,... as its basis and 
s* defined accordingly as in 1.21. Then by 1.21 and 1.22, s* is a multiple 
of v and a(v) = 0 for some root a = alal + aaag + em* which may be 
taken positive. We have 0 < a, < n1 since a $ Z’ clearly. Hence 
(*I alal = -a,a,(o) - a,%(w)*.* E Z. 
But also by the choice of v 
(**I nlal(w) = -Q(W)- nz~(w) - *** = -1 - ?I, -n, - *a-E h. 
Since n, is prime, a, and n, are relatively prime, so that by (*) and 
(**) al(w) E H, whence 1.25. 
1.26 COROLLARY. If -01~ = C n,a, as above and nl is prime, then 
n,jh= 1 +Cn*. 
This follows from 1.25 and equation (**). 
The last two results and their proofs come from [4, $41. 
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2. TORSION IN REDUCTIVE GROUPS 
Let G be a (connected) reductive algebraic group over an algebraically 
closed field K (or else a connected compact Lie group), G = G,T, 
with G, the semisimple component, Tl the radical, a central torus. 
We write F = F(G) for the fundamental group of G, . A reductive 
subgroup of G will be called regular if it contains a maximal torus of G. 
Its root system may thus (and will) be identified with a subsystem of 
that of G. 
2.1 DEFINITION. A prime p is a torsion prime for a reductive group G 
if F(G’) has p-torsion for some regular reductive subgroup G’ of G 
whose root system is integrally closed in that of G. 
2.2 Remarks. (a) S ince every semisimple group is imbeddable in some 
SL, , some condition on the allowable subgroups is needed. (b) In the 
context of compact Lie groups, 2.1 is equivalent to: Hi(G’) has p-torsion 
for some regular subgroup G’. This turns out to be equivalent to: 
H*(G) has p-torsion, but at the moment only by a long series of case- 
by-case considerations (see [l]). (c) The condition on root systems 
requires further explanation. This will be given below (in 2.9 especially). 
Because of the definitions we have: 
2.3. Let G = G,T, be as above and G’ a regular reductive subgroup. 
(a) G and G1 have the same torsion primes. 
(b) The torsion primes of G’ are among those of G. 
To go further we introduce the data consisting of T, a maximal 
torus (of G), X its character group, L its lattice of one-parameter sub- 
groups, in natural E-duality with X, and C the root system. We have Z 
imbedded in X and Z* in L. 
2.4. We have F = F(G) = tors L/L(Z*). 
If G is semisimple, this may be taken as the definition of F. (If we 
write F, for the separable part of F, of order prime to char k, and Fi 
for the inseparable part, of order a power of char k, so that F = F,F, , 
then F, is isomorphic to the kernel of the universal covering r: G’ --t G, 
while Fi # {I} signifies that ker &r # 0, i.e., that r is not separable.) 
In particular, L = L(Z*) is the condition for simple connectedness. 
If G is arbitrary, T can be written as the direct product of a maximal 
torus of G, and another torus, so that 2.4 still holds. 
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2.5 LEMMA. If G is reductive, then its torsion primes are those of its 
root system .?Y (see 1.3) together with those of its fundamental group F, 
i.e., those of L/L(Z*). 
Proof. We may assume G semisimple. Clearly the torsion primes 
of F are torsion for G. So are those of .Z for if p is one of them then 
by [8, Exp. 171 we may choose G’ as the subgroup corresponding to 
Z’ = &-, (see 1.15 and 1.5(a)) to get p-torsion in L(Z*)/L(Z’*), hence 
also in L/&Y*) = F(G’). Conversely, let p be a torsion prime. Then 
I&.(,X’*) has p-torsion for some .I? = Z(G’) with G’ as in 2.1, so that 
either L(Z*)/L(Z’*) d oes, i.e., ,Z does, or else L/L(Z*) does, i.e., F does, 
as required. 
2.6 COROLLARY. If G, is simply connected, then its torsion primes are 
those of its root system. 
2.7 COROLLARY. If G is simple, then it can have p-torsion beyond that 
of its root system only in the cases: type A, , p 1 (Y + 1); type C, , p = 2. 
Proof. The possibilities for F in the various cases are, of course, 
well known. 
2.8 COROLLARY. Each torsion prime for G divides the order of the 
Weyl group (but not conversely). 
Proof. We may assume G simple, adjoint, of rank r, say. By a 
formula of Weyl (W( =f*r!*IIn, with f = (F( and Cn,q the 
highest root. Since ni* divides ni , the corollary follows from 1.12. 
2.9 LEMMA. Let G and Z be as above. 
(a) Every closed subsystem of Z supports a regular reductive 
subgroup of G. 
(b) If .Z’ is the root system of a regular reductive subgroup and 
Z” its (integral) closure in Z, then Z # Z” only if char k = p # 0 
and p is the square-length ratio of two elements in the same component 
of Z”. In that case, L(Z”*),‘L(Z’*) is an elementary p-group. 
2.10 Remark. This shows that the extra condition on root systems 
of 2.1 is needed only in the rather exceptional circumstances of’ (b). 
It has no bearing in the present section since G has no semisimple 
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elements of order p, but does so in the next section where elements 
of the Lie algebra are considered. 
Proof. Here (a) is standard [8, Exp. 171. In (b) we may assume that 
Z” = Z, that Z # Z’, and that ,Z is irreducible so that there are at most 
two root lengths. Hence there exist 01, /3 E zl’ such that OL + fi E Z - Z’. 
Then (*) (01, B) 3 0 since otherwise 01 + /3 would equal either w&I 
or wsol and hence be in Z’. Then by (*) 01 + /3 is longer than 01 and f3 
so that (**) a! + ,f? is long, 01 and /3 short. Further, cy + 2#I is longer 
than 01 + p so that it cannot be a root. If q is the smallest nonnegative 
integer such that /3 - qa is not a root, then by symmetry fl - qa = 
w&3 + 201), so that q = (/I, a*) + 2 = / a + /3 /“/I a I2 by (**). Now 
if U, , U, are the one-parameter unipotent subgroups corresponding 
to OT, /3, then (U, , U,) (commutator) C 17 Uia+iB (i, j > 0) and U,,, is 
present on the right unless q above is 0 in k. Hence / oi + /3 I”/1 a: I2 = 
q = 0 in k. However, j cy + ,B 12/1 01 I2 = 2 or 3, a prime. Hence q = p. 
Now if {a3 is a basis for Z’ and 01 = z mioli (mi E Z) is any root of Z, 
then cy* = C mi+ai* with m,* = mi / myi /“/I oi I2 E q-l2 = p-lZ. Thus 
L(Z*)/L(Z’*) is an elementary p-group, which proves (b). 
We continue with a final preliminary result. 
2.11. Let G’ be a regular reductive subgroup of G and 2:’ its root 
system. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) The natural map F(G’) -F(G) is injective. 
(b) L(Z*)/L(Z’*) has no torsion. 
(c) Every long root of ,Z’ rationally dependent on Z’ is in Z’. 
The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows rather easily from 2.4. Now 
assume (b). Let (II be a root as in (c). Then by (b) 01* = C /3,* (pi E Z’). 
We observe now as in the proof of 2.9 that (*) if /?, y E Z’, (8, y) < 0, 
then /I + y E Z’. Hence if the above expression for a* is minimal, 
then (& , &) > 0 for all i, j. Then since cx is long, hence CX* short, 
there can be only one summand, so that 01 = /3i E Z’, which is (c). 
Now if Z” is the rational closure of Z’ in Z, then L(Z*)/L(Z”*) has no 
torsion (since a basis of .Z” can be extended to one of Z). Thus in proving 
that (c) implies (b) we may assume that .Z” = Z and then must show 
that L(C*) = L(Z*) (but not that Z’ = Z: consider, e.g., 2’ = {long 
roots} in a two root length system). If 01 is a long root in Z, then OL* 
is short and in Z’* by assumption. Since Z*, like any root system, 
is generated by its short roots, we get L(Z’*) = L(Z*), as required. 
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2.12 DEFINITION. If any of the equivalent conditions of 2.11 hold, we 
shall say that G’ is simply connected in G. 
2.13 Remarhs. (a) The relation just defined is transitive. (b) If G 
(or rather its semisimple component) is simply connected and G’ is 
simply connected in G, then G’ is simply connected. (c) If (b) of 2.11 
fails, we still have a homomorphism F(G’) -F(G), the kernel being 
tors L(E*)‘L(Z’*). (d) If ,I? above is rationally closed in Z, then G’ 
is simply connected in G (e.g., a Levi component of a parabolic subgroup 
is such). (e) If G’ is simply connected in G, then Z’ is (integrally) closed 
in 2. For (*) above implies that any short root integrally dependent 
on Z” is in .I?. 
We turn now to one of our main concerns, centralizers of semisimple 
elements. First we recall some facts from [12, $71. 
2.14 LEMMA. Let G be reductive, T a maximal torus, t an element or 
subset of T, 2’ the (closed) subsystem of roots vanishing at t, w’ its Weyl 
group, and W” the centralizer of t in W. 
(a) Z,(t) is generated by T, those U, such that OL E Z’, and those 
n, such that w  E W”. 
(b) &(t)O is generated by T and the Us’s alone. It is (regular) 
reductive with Z’ as its root system. 
(c) w’ is normal in W” and Zc(t)/&-(t)O is isomorphic to W”/W’. 
We are using the notation of [12] f or algebraic groups, except that 
U, , not X, , denotes the unipotent group corresponding to (Y. Here 
(a) comes from the Bruhat lemma [12, 6.31 and then everything else 
from the easily proved fact that W” fixes Z’. (If G were a compact Lie 
group instead, then a corresponding result would hold with (U, , U-J 
replaced by an analogous compact group, SL, by SU, most of the time.) 
We observe that &(t)O fulfils the conditions of 2.1. 
As a consequence of 2.14 we have: 
2.15 THEOREM. If G is simply connected and t a single semisimple 
element, then &(t) is connected. 
The point is that W” = IV’ in 2.14(c), a geometric property of 
reflection groups acting suitably on tori, which is proved in [12, $51 
and also in [3, pp. 36-37J in a more direct way. For compact Lie groups, 
a different proof may bpb found in [l, p. 2251. 
From 2.15 one can &duce: 
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2.16 COROLLARY. Assume G reductive but perhaps not simply connected, 
t as in 2.14. 
(a) zG(wG(t)” is isomorphic to a subgroup of F,(G). Every 
subgroup is attainable. 
(b) If tlL E Z(G), then y” = 1 for every y E Zo(t)/.Zo(t)“. 
(c) In (b), if n is prime to 1 F, 1, then .Zo(t) is connected. 
Here (a) and (b) (with the assumption tn = 1) follow from [12, 
9.1 and argument of 9.1 l] for semisimple groups, but the transition 
to reductive groups is immediate. Then (c) follows from (b). Observe 
that (a) provides both an extension and a converse for 2.15. In particular, 
.2&(t) is always connected if the universal covering of the semisimple 
component of G is purely inseparable. 
What happens if we consider several semisimple elements ? 
2.17 LEMMA. Assume in 2.14 that t is a subtorus of T. Then Zo(t) is 
connected and it is simply connected in G (see 2.12). 
Proof. The connectivity is a standard fact [S, Exp. 6, Theorem 61. 
Since t is now a divisible group, Z:’ is rationally closed in 2 and the 
second assertion holds by 2.13(d). 
2.18 COROLLARY. Let A be a solvable (not necessarily closed) subgroup 
of semisimple elements of G (still reductive). 
(a) Zo(A)O is reductive. 
(b) zG(4/-w4° is solvable, consists of semisimple elements, 
and its torsion primes (those that divide its order) are among those of 
A/A0 . (A n Z(G)). 
(c) If A/A0 is nilpotent, then so is Zo(A)/Zo(A)O. 
Proof. A0 is connected and solvable, hence contained in a Bore1 
subgroup, hence in a torus [8, Exp. 6, Lemma. I], so that X0 is a torus. 
In view of 2.17 and the fact that A splits over Jo (which is divisible), 
we may replace G by Zo(AO) and A by A/A0 and thus assume that A 
is finite. In that case we shall prove a somewhat stronger statement. 
2.19. In 2.18 let A be replaced by a finite solvable group of semisimple 
automorphisms of G, Z,(A) by GA (the group of fixed points), and 
A/A0 . (A n Z(G)) by A. Then the conclusions there hold. 
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This reduces to 2.18 in case the automorphisms are all inner. Assume 
first that A = (a), a cyclic group, of order m say. Then by [12, 8.1 
and proof of 9.11 (a) holds if G is semisimple, hence also if G is reductive, 
and (b) holds if G is semisimple. Consider (b) in case G = T, a torus. 
Replacing T by T/Too, we may assume To (= ker(1 - u)) finite, hence 
(1 - 0) surjective on T, hence injective on X = X(T). Then To is 
in duality with the subgroup of X/(1 - o)X consisting of the elements 
of order not divisible by char k. Now X/(1 - a)X has order det,(l - a), 
and u has on X a characteristic polynomial which is a product of 
cyclotomic polynomials vd(t) (d 1 m, d > 1). Thus det(1 - u) is a 
product of ~~(1)‘s. However, ~~(1) is p if d is a power of a prime p, 
is 1 otherwise. Thus if p is torsion for T, = TA , it is torsion for some d, 
hence for A, and (b) holds. Now let G be reductive, G = ST, with 
S semisimple and T the radical, a torus. Set H = S x T, ?r: H + G 
the natural map, and F = kern, a finite central subgroup. We use the 
exact sequence of cohomology [9, p. 133, Proposition I] HA +n GA _te 
H1(A, F). Here QTH~ O = GA0 and GA0 C ker 6 since H1(A, F) is finite. 
Thus HA may be replaced by HA/HA0 and GA by GA/GAO. Now HA/HA0 
satisfies (b) by what has been proved for semisimple groups and for 
tori, and Hl(A, F) does also [9, p. 138, Corollary 11. Hence so does 
GA/GAO. Thus (b) holds in case A is cyclic. Consider now the general 
case. Let A’ be a proper nontrivial normal subgroup of A. We have 
GA 3 GA n G:t r) GAO. The first quotient is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of G,j/Gzt and the second equals K,-/K:* with K = G:l and A” = 
A/A’. Thus (b) follows by induction, and so does (a) since GA0 = (Ka*)O, 
clearly. If A is nilpotent and p a prime, we choose A’ to be the com- 
plement of a Sylow p-subgroup of A. Then from what has been proved, 
the first quotient above is a p’-group, the second a p-group, so that 
GA/GA0 has a normal Sylow p-subgroup. Since p is arbitrary, GA/GA0 
is nilpotent, which proves (c). 
2.20 Example. If A/A0 is Abelian in 2.18(c), then Z,(A)/Z,(A)O need 
not be Abelian. Let G be adjoint of type D, in char # 2 and A the 
subgroup of T defined by 01~ = 01~ = 01~ = &l, (Ye = *I, in terms of 
a root basis for which 01~ is at the center of the Dynkin diagram. The 
following may be verified. A is a (2,2) group consisting of the identity 
and three involutions conjugate to one another. No root vanishes on A. 
Thus Z,(A)/Z,(A)O is isomorphic to Z,(A) by 2.14(c). Let R be the 
root lattice, R’ the sublattice vanishing on A. Then A is dual to R/R’ 
and Z,(A) = Z&R/R’). To find the latter group, write 01~ = x1 - x, , 
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aa = xa - xa , 01~ = xa - xq , 01~ = xa + xq in terms of basis of Z4. 
Then R is the sublattice in which the sum of the coordinates is even, 
R’ the one in which all coordinates have the same parity. W acts on 
the x’s via sign changes, even in number, combined with arbitrary 
permutations. All such sign changes lie in Z,(R/R’), but only the 
permutations of the Klein (2, 2) group do. The group Z,(R/R’) is not 
Abelian since, for example, the permutation (13)(24) does not fix the 
change of sign of the first two coordinates. Z,(A) is in fact the 
“metaplectic group” of the (2, 2) group. 
We come back now to the torsion primes. 
2.21 THEOREM. Let G be reductive, t a semisimple element, and n an 
integer such that tn E Z(G). Then the torsion primes of L(Z*)‘L(Z’*) 
(with Z, Z’ as in 2.14) all divide n. 
2.22 COROLLARY. If no torsion prime for Z divides n, then .&-(t)O is 
simply connected in G. 
This follows from 1.3 and 2.21. In view of 2.13(b), it implies 
Theorem 0.1 of the introduction. 
Proof of 2.21. We may assume G semisimple, then simply connected 
by going to the covering group, then simple since G is at this stage a 
product of simple groups. In that case we prove a sharper result: 
2.23. If G in 2.21 is simple, then / torsL(Z*)‘L(Z*)l divides n. 
Proof. By 2.9( ) a we may assume that Z itself is the rational closure 
of 2:’ in Z: We consider the compact torus TC = Iw @L/L (L is the 
lattice of one-parameter subgroups of T) for which L and X have 
the same interpretations as they do for T. Since G is simply connected, 
L = L(.Z*), so that Tc is just the torus labeled T in 1.14. By [12, 5.11 
there exists tC E Tc such that the same characters vanish at tc and at t. 
Since all roots vanish at tn and a(t”) = 0 is equivalent to (na)(t) = 0, 
it follows that all roots vanish at (P)“. Now 2c is equivalent to a point 
of the fundamental domain S of 1.14, to a vertex since Z’ and Z have 
the same rank, to a vertex other than 0 since otherwise 2’ = Z and 
we are done, hence to some vi as in 1.15; and then Z’ = Zi . Now 
,(mv) = 0 in T is equivalent to ,(mv) E E in the covering space V 
above. Hence nivi is the smallest multiple of vi at which all roots vanish. 
Hence n is a multiple of ni , which in turn is a multiple of ni* since 
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nt/nr* = (%I 9%#(@h 9 q), an integer since s is a long root. Since 
L(Z*),‘L(Z{*) has order ni* by 1.15, we are done. 
A number of the results so far may be put together as follows. 
2.24 THEOREM. Let G be reductive, A a subgroup of T, X0 the annihilator 
of A in X, and p a prime. If X/X0 has no p-torsion or if A/A0 - (A n Z(G)) 
has none OY if G has none, then Z,(A)/Z,(A)O and L(Z*)/L(Z’*) have none. 
Proof. As is easily seen, the first assumption implies the second. 
Thus there remain four results to be proved. We label them 11, 12, 
21, 22. Then 11 follows from 2.18(b) and 22 from 1.3 and 2.5. For 
21 and 12 we may, as earlier, assume that A is finite. Then 21 and 12 
follow from 2.5, 2.16( a , ) and 2.21 in case A is cyclic, hence in general 
by an obvious induction. 
2.25 COROLLARY. Let G be reductive and A a commutative subgroup of 
semisimple elements. Write A/A0 - (A n Z(G)) as a product of, say a 
cyclic subgroups, and let exactly b of these have torsion in common with G. 
(a) If b < 1, then A is contained in a torus. 
(b) If b = 0, then in addition Z,(A) is connected and simply 
connected in G. 
(c) If G is simply connected, then the values of b in (a) and the 
Jirst part of (b) may be increased by 1. 
Proof. By 2.17, we may assume A finite and then eliminate the 
cyclic subgroups having no torsion in common with G, thus assume 
that a = b. Then (b) is obvious and (a) also since every semisimple 
element is contained in some torus. If G is simply connected and C 
is one of the cyclic subgroups still remaining, then we may apply (a} 
and (b) as already proved with Z,(C) in place of G, by 2.15, to get (c). 
2.26 Examples. (a) In SL, or Sp, there are no torsion primes. Thus 
every commuting set A of semisimple elements can be put in a torus 
and has a connected centralizer, a classical result. (b) In SO,, the only 
torsion prime is 2, by 2.5. Thus the conclusions of (a) hold if A/A0 
is of odd order, and in any case Z,(A)/Z,(A)O is a 2-group by 2.24. 
In the last example, the diagonal elements of order 2, which cannot 
be imbedded in any torus, show that the assumption there is essential. 
Such examples, consisting of elementary p-groups, exist whenever p 
is a torsion prime, as we shall now show. More specifically, we shall 
prove the following two theorems. 
60711511-6 
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2.27 THEOREM. Let G be reductive and p a prime ds#erent from char k. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) p { 1 F / (F is the fundamental group of G). 
(b) Zo( t) is connectedfor every element t of order p or, equivalently, 
for every rank 1 elementary p-subgroup. 
(c) Every rank 2 elementary p-subgroup is contained in a torus. 
2.28 THEOREM. Let G and p be as in 2.27. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(a) p is not a torsion prime for G. 
(b) Zo(P) is connectedfor every rank < 2 elementary p-subgroup P. 
(c) &(P) is connected for every elementary p-subgroup P. 
(d) Every rank < 3 elementary p-subgroup P is contained in a 
torus. 
(e) Every elementary p-subgroup P is contained in a torus. 
Proof. In 2.27, (a) implies (b) by 2.16(a) or 2.24, while if (b) holds 
and t r , t, generate P as in (c), then any maximal torus of &(tl) con- 
taining t, will do in (c), leaving only “(c) implies (a)” to be proved. 
Consider now 2.28. Here (a) implies (c) (and (e)) by 2.16(a,b) or 2.24, 
while (c) implies (b) and (e) implies (d) trivially. Consider now (ci), 
(ei) obtained from (c), (e) by sticking to subgroups of rank i. Then 
(cJ implies (e,,,) for every i as in the proof that (b) implies (c) in 2.27, 
which is just the case i = 1. Thus (c) implies (e) and (b) implies (d), 
and only “(d) implies (a)” remains here. To prove the remaining asser- 
tions, we may assume G semisimple. We use the following two lemmas. 
2.29 LEMMA. Let G be simply connected and p a torsion prime for G 
other than char k. Then there exists an element t of order p such that 
(a) Zo(t) is semisimple. 
(b) Both the center and the fundamental group of Zo(t) have 
elements of order p. 
2.30 LEMMA. Let G be as in 2.29, p any prime, and t an element of 
order p of the center of G. Then there exist elements u, v of G such that 
(a) (u, v) = t. 
(b) up, VP E (t), even = 1 in case p is odd. 
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Assume these lemmas for a moment. Suppose in 2.27 that (a) fails. 
We must show that (c) also fails. Let 7r: G’ + G be the universal 
covering. Choose t E ker r of order p and then u and w as in 2.30. Then 
(mp = 1, (rw)” = 1, and TU, PW cannot be put into the same torus T 
of G since then &T would be a torus in G’, hence an Abelian group, 
containing U, o, a contradiction since (u, V) = t # 1. Thus (c) fails 
and 2.27 is completely proved. Now assume that (a) fails in 2.28. If 
p 7 jF I, we choose t as in 2.29, while if p 1 1 F 1, we set t = 1. Thus 
in both cases &(t) = G, , say, is a semisimple group for which 2.27(a) 
fails. Thus 2.27( ) 1 f 1 c a so ai s and there is a rank-2 elementary p-subgroup 
P of G, not contained in any torus of G, . Then (P, t) has rank < 3 and 
is not contained in any torus of G, for any such torus would have to 
centralize t and thus be contained in G, . Thus (d) fails. In other words, 
(d) implies (a) in 2.28 and that theorem is also proved, mod 2.29 and 2.30. 
2.31 Remark. We may replace the inequality in (b) of 2.28 by an 
equality since P above always has rank 2, and in case p r 1 F 1 do the 
same in (d) by 2.27. 
It remains to prove 2.29 and 2.30. We recall the basic transfer situation 
of [12, 5.11. Let G, T, X, L, W ,... be as at the beginning of this section. 
Let V = R @z L and Tc = V/L, a compact torus. Then X may be 
viewed as the character group of Tc. 
2.32 LEMMA. Let # be a fixed (unnatural) isomorphism of tors k* into 
W/Z and q~ its extension from tors T = tors k* Q L to tors Tc = 
tors lw/Z QL. Then cp is .a W-isomorphism and for any subset S of tors T 
the annihilators of S and C&S) in X are equal. 
Proof. The first point holds because the two actions of W are 
extensions of that on L, and the second because v is injective. 
Proof of 2.29 and 2.30. We have L = L(Z*) since G is simply 
connected, so that the torus Tc of 2.32 is just the torus of 1.14, labeled 
T there. In 2.29 we choose t E T so that cp(t) E TC is just the ith vertex 
of S, i = p - 1, as in 1.5(d). Then &(t) is connected reductive by 
2.15, and the roots vanishing at t form the system .Z$ of 1.15, of the 
same rank as Z, so that &(t) is semisimple. It contains t, of order p 
by 1.5(a,d) and 2.32, in its center, and has L(Z*)/L(Z**), i.e., m/p& 
as its fundamental group. Thus 2.29 is proved. Now let t be as in 2.30. 
By 2.32, q(t) h as order p and is in “the center” of Tc. We choose v(u), w 
accordingly as in 1.20 and then shift back to U, w E T, W via 2.32. The 
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equations (al, a2) of 1.20 continue to hold, and it remains to show 
that w can be represented in N(T) by a v for which 2.30(b) holds. 
For each simple root a:, we choose rz, to represent w, in N(T) and to be 
in the corresponding rank-l subgroup of G (isomorphic to SL., in the 
present case, to SU, if G were a compact Lie group). Let w = wrwa .a* w, 
be a minimal expression as a product of simple reflections. Provisionally, 
we set v = nlna *a* 71, , the corresponding product of 71,‘s. 
(I) If a: and /3 are distinct simple roots, then r~~l~~n, **a = 
n6nnng *** (ord w,w, terms on each side). For by grouping the terms 
correctly one can show that the ratio of the two sides is in Im a* and 
also in Im /3*, hence is I since {01*, j?*) is part of a basis of L (cf. [ll, 
Lemma 56(a)]). 
(2) The value of v is independent of the minimal expression 
chosen for w. As is known, any minimal expression for w can be trans- 
formed into any other as a consequence of the relations in (1) with 
w’s in place of n’s. Hence (2) follows from (1). 
(3) n2= a*(-1), an 1 e ement of order 2, for every simple a. 
For it is kno\r;n that there exists a homomorphism of SL, into G which 
maps the off-diagonal matrix (0, 1; - 1, 0) onto n, and diag(a, u-l) 
onto a*(u) for all a E k*. 
(4) In the group generated by the chosen n,‘s those elements 
that lie in T all have order 1 or 2. Let n = n1n2 e-0 np be one such. 
Then correspondingly wiws ... wp = 1. Now any relation in W is a con- 
sequence of those mentioned in (2) and the relations wm2 = 1. It follows 
from (3), e.g., by induction on q, that 71 can be written as a product 
of ol*(-1)‘s (a E Z), whence (4). 
We return to the proof of 2.30. Since wp = 1, VP is in T, hence 
has order 1 or 2 by (4). If p is odd and VP has order 2, we replace v 
by v’ = @‘+I and then have v’p = (vp)P+l = 1, i.e., 2.30(b) since 
p + 1 is even. Assume now that p = 2. Then w = w-l so that v2 = 
n1n2 -*- n, * n, **+ n2n1 by (2). By (3) this may be simplified from the 
center outward to yield v2 = n/3,*(- 1) with the product over all 
Pi = WlW2 *a* w,+,yi with yi denoting the simple root corresponding to 
wi (1 < i < s), i.e., over all positive roots made negative by w [6, p. 158, 
Corollary 21. Now each CQ*(- 1) ( 0~~ simple) is characterized in T or 
in Tc by the equations wi(oli*(-1)) = (- l)sij with {wj} as in 1.5(c). 
Hence by 2.32 it will be enough to show that ~(9) = 17fi,*(- 1) 
(in Tc) is a multiple of v(t). In the covering space V of TC in which 
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&*( -1) may be represented by l/2/?,*, this amounts to showing that 
wcBi* is a multiple of wi representing t in V. Since this has been 
done in 1.20(b), we are done with 2.30, hence also with 2.27 and 2.28. 
2.33 Remark. It seems likely to us that the replacement w + +‘+l 
above is unnecessary and that u and o as chosen originally are in fact 
conjugate. 
There is one more item to be discussed in this section. 
2.34 COROLLARY. Let G be reductive, G, and G, reductive subgroups 
containing the same maximal torus T and corresponding to integrally 
closed subsystems of roots (which is automatic most of the time by 2.9(b)). 
Then (G, n G.JO is reductiwe and (Gl n G,)/(G, n G,)O is nilpotent and 
its torsion is contained in that of 2. 
2.35 LEMMA. Let Z; , & , WI , W, be the root systems, Weyl groups of 
G1 , G, . The G, n Ge is generated by T, those U, such that 01 E .Zl n Z2, 
and those n, such that w  E WI n W, ; and (Gl n G,)O by T and the Uol’s 
alone. The Weyl group W, of C, n .& is normal in W, n W, and 
(G n GMG, n G)O is isomorphic to (W, n W,)/ W, . 
Proof. An element of G1 n G, has three Bruhat decompositions, 
one in G, one in G, , one in G, , which must be identical. From this, 
2.35 readily follows. 
Proof of 2.34. By the lemma, (G, n G&O is reductive. Since WI , 
W, , W, depend only on Zi , Za, we may be 2.9 switch to any group 
with Z as its root system, thus assume that (*) G is semisimple, simply 
connected and of char 0. Set A, = Zr(Z,). Then Z1 = ZAA,) since 
L’i is integrally closed. Hence Gi = &(A,)O by 2.14, and similarly 
G, = Z&4,)o. W e h ave Z&l&l,) 1 G, n G, 1 (G, n G,)O = Z,(A,A,)“, 
the last equality by 2.14(b) and 2.35. We conclude by applying 2.18, 
2.24, and 2.6 to the outside terms. 
2.36 Complements. (a) Conversely, every torsion prime p for Z can 
be realized in 2.34. For assuming as we may that (*) above holds, we 
may choose u, v of order p in T so that &(u, w) is disconnected by 
2.28 and then set Gi = .&(u) and G, = Z,(o). (b) If &, .Z’, are 
rationally closed in 2, then G, n G, is connected. For in this case 
we may take A, = &.(L’J” and similarly for A, and then use the fact 
that A,&, a torus, has a connected centralizer. (c) As an example, 
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we see that if G is of type A, or C, in 2.34, then G, n G, is always 
connected. 
A final remark: The results and proofs of this section hold equally 
well for (connected) compact Lie groups, subject to minor modifications 
that have been indicated from time to time (cf. [l]). 
3. THE INFINITESIMAL CASE 
In this section we carry over our earlier results, especially 2.27 and 
2.28 (see 3.13 and 3.14 below), to semisimple elements of g, the Lie 
algebra of G. 
3.1 THE LIE ALGEBRA OF A TORUS. Let T be an algebraic torus over K 
with L and X as before. Then T may be identified with k* &L. This 
is clear if the rank is 1 since k* BB Z = k* and then if the rank is 
arbitrary as we see by taking direct products. Explicitly, x ci @ hi N 
17&(ci) if the elements of L are considered to be one-parameter sub- 
groups. The Lie algebra t of T then becomes k &L since that of k* 
is k. For each x in X, there is then a linear function on t, the differential 
of x, also to be denoted x, which sends C ci @ hi to C c,(& , x). Thus 
t comes with a natural Z-structure, hence with a natural structure of 
variety over k, , the prime field. As is easily seen, H in t is in t(k,) = 
k, @L if and only if X(H) C k,, . 
3.2 Example. Assume that T above is a maximal torus of a simply 
connected semisimple algebraic group, so that the simple coroots {ai*} 
form a basis for L and their images (1 @ ai*} one for the k,-structure 
of t. If {wJ is the dual basis of X consisting of the fundamental weights, 
then wi( 1 @ ai*) = aji . Thus 1 @ (Y~* is just that element of t which 
in the classical theory is denoted Hmi , and similarly for every root 01. 
We recall that a subalgebra of the Lie algebra of an algebraic group 
is said to be algebraic if it is the Lie algebra of an algebraic subgroup. 
3.3 LEMMA. If T, t, etc. are as above and f, is a subalgebra of t, then 
the following are equivalent. 
(a) t, is an algebraic subalgebra of t. 
(b) h = k@Lf 07 some sublattice L, of L such that L/L, has 
no torsion. 
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(c) t, is defined over k, , the prime field. 
(d) t, has a basis of elements of t(k,). 
Proof. If t, in (a) is the Lie algebra of the subtorus T1, then the 
corresponding lattice L, satisfies (b) since if X EL and nX EL, , then 
ImX = ImnXC T,, whence XEL1. Thus (a) implies (b). If (b) holds, 
then a basis of L, can be extended to one of L. It then follows, from 
uniqueness of expression in terms of a basis, that T1 = k* @L, is a 
subtorus of T with Lie algebra tl. Thus (b) implies (a). If {hi> is a 
basis of L, as in (b), then { 1 @ h,) is one for t, . Thus (b) implies (d). 
That (d) is equivalent to (c) is a standard (elementary) fact from Galois 
theory which holds for arbitrary fields and vector spaces. Finally, 
assume t, has a basis as in (d). If C c( @ h, E k, @L is in the basis, 
it may be written c @ h since the ci’s are all rational numbers and 
may be taken to a common denominator. Thus the basis may be taken 
in the form (1 @ 4). The hi ‘s are not uniquely determined, only 
mod pX ( p = char k), so we have to make a choice which we do. 
We then set L, = C Qh, n L. Then k @L, contains t, and on the other 
hand does not have a larger dimension, both by our construction. 
Thus the spaces are equal, (d) implies (b), and we are done. 
3.4 COROLLARY. The intersection of any family of algebraic subalgebras 
oft is akebraic. (By the equivalence of (a) and (c) (or (a) and (b)). 
3.5 Remark. T1 above is not in general uniquely determined by t, if 
char k = p # 0, for, by adding arbitrary elements of pL to a basis for 
L, , we may change L, , hence also T1 , without changing t, = k @L, . 
3.6 LEMMA. Let T, t, etc. be as above and HE t. 
(a) There exists a unique smallest algebraic subalgebra t, of t 
containing H. 
(b) Let H = C”= i 1 ci Q A, E k Q L. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(1) s is minimal. 
(2) (1 8X,} is a basis oft, (see (a)). 
(3) {cd and U 6 &I are both linearly independent over k, . 
(c) If x E X, then x(H) = 0 ifand onb ifx(tl) = 0. Ifu E Aut( T), 
then u @es H if and only if it fixes every point of t, . In both cases t, may 
be replaced by t,(k,,). 
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Proof. (a) This follows from 3.4. 
(b) Clearly t, C ((1 @ Ai}). Thus mins = dim t, and the 
minimum occurs exactly when (1 @ Ai} is a basis of t, . The equivalence 
of (1) and (3) is a standard fact from elementary linear algebra. 
(c) Write H minimally as in (b). If x(H) = 0, then 
C cix( 1 @ hi) = 0, w h ence every x( 1 @ A+) = 0 by (b3), and x(tl) = 0 
by (b2). The reverse conclusion is clear. If u is as in (c), then OH = H 
if and only if (( 1 - o&Y)(H) = 0 and similarly with 1 @ hi in place 
of H. Thus the second part of (c) follows from the first, and the third 
from 3.3. 
3.7 LEMMA. Let G be reductive, T a maximal torus, H an element 
07 subset of t, and Z’, w’, W” as in 2.14 with H in place of t. Then the 
conclusions (a), (b), and (c) modi$ed accordingly hold. 
Proof. For each root 01, let x,: k + U, be a parametrization. For 
HE t, we have the equation (*) xOI(c)H = H - coi(H)X, with X, a 
suitable nonzero tangent vector to U, (the image under dx, of the 
standard tangent vector to k*, in fact), got by differentiating 
x*(c) tx,(c)-l = x,(c( 1 - a(t)))t in G. It follows that the parts of G 
listed in (a) are all in Z,(H). Conversely, let x = bn,u (normal form of 
[ 12, 6.31) be in Z,(H). We also have (**) x,(c)X, = C c&X~+~~ for 
suitable ci’s (i 3 0). Hence uH = H + C c,X, (c, E h, 01 > 0, wcy < 0), 
so that n,uH = nwH + V (V E u-). Since also n,uH = b-lH = H + U, 
(U, E u), we get U, = 0 so that b fixes H, and V = 0 so that u fixes H, 
and finally n,H = H so that w also fixes H. Now if u = n x&c,) (a > 0), 
then since u fixes H, it follows from (*) and (**) that a(H) = 0 for 
every 01 in the support of u, by induction on the height of LY. Thus 
(a) holds when H is a single element, hence, by induction, also when 
H is a set of several elements. The proofs of (b) and (c) are substantially 
as in 2.14 and will be omitted. 
3.8 COROLLARY. Let G be reductive and H a semisimple element of g. 
Then there is a unique minimal (one contained in all others) algebraic 
Lie subalgebra t, of g containing H. Further Z,(H) = Z,(t,). 
3.9 DEFINITION. By the rank of H we shall mean the dimension of t, . 
Proof. We use the fact that (in any algebraic group) every such H 
is in the Lie algebra of some maximal torus. This is proved like the 
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corresponding result in the group (cf. [8, Exp. 6, Theorem 51). Let T 
be such a torus, and let t, be as in 3.6. Then Z,(H) = ZG(tl) by 3.6(c) 
and 3.7. Let a be any minimal algebraic subalgebra of g containing H. 
We must show that a = t. Let A be a subgroup of G corresponding 
to a. Then H is in the Lie algebra of some torus of A. By minimality, 
A itself must be a torus, hence contained in some maximal torus T’ 
of G. Now T and T’ are maximal tori of Z,(H)O, i.e., of &(t,)O, hence 
are conjugate there: 5 
a zx-’ 
T’ = T. Then % C t, so that xa C t, by 3.6, whence 
t, = t, and a = t, by minimality, as required. 
3.10 Remurk. It is not known to the author whether 3.8 is true without 
the assumptions on G and H, or, more generally, whether the intersection 
of two algebraic subalgebras is always an algebraic subalgebra (if 
char k # 0). 
3.11 COROLLARY. In char 0, Z,(H) in 3.7 is connected for eaery subset H 
off. 
Proof. Assume w E W”. By a theorem of Chevalley [12, 1.211, 
w is a product of reflections each in W”. Let w, be any of them. Then 
(1 - w,)H = 0 so that x(1 - w,)H = 0 for every x E X, i.e., 
(x, a*) a(H) = 0 b y th f e ormula for a reflection. Set x = (Y, (x, a*) = 2. 
Then %or(H) = 0, or(H) = 0. Thus 01 E C’, w, E w’, w E w’. Hence 
W” = w’ and Z,(H) is connected by 3.7(c). 
3.12 Remark. A different proof in case k = @ is given in [8, Lemma 51. 
The proof just given presents two obstructions in charp # 0. The first 
is the extension of Chevalley’s theorem. This turns out to be all right 
(see 4.6 below) as long as p is not a torsion prime for G. The second, 
involved in the step from (1 - w,)H = 0 to al(H) = 0, is not so serious 
since we need only the existence of some x E X such that (x, a*) = 1, 
which we always have in case each component of type C, is simply 
connected, hence if G itself is so. 
Turning now to the case char k # 0, we shall prove the following 
analogues of 2.27 and 2.28. 
3.13 THEOREM. Let G be a reductive group and p a prime equal to 
char k. Then the following are equivalent. 
(4 P f F(G) (see 92); i.e., the universal covering of the semisimple 
component of G is separable. 
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(b) Z,(H) is connected for every rank-l semisimple element H 
of g (see 3.9). 
3.14 THEOREM. Let G and p be as in 3.13. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) p is not a torsion prime for G. 
(b) Z,(H) is connected for every rank < 2 semisimple element H 
ofg. 
(c) Z,(H) is connected for every semisimple element H of g. 
(d) Z,(H) is connected for every commutative set of semisimple 
elements of g. 
3.15 Remarks. (a) 3.11 and 3.14 yield Theorem 0.2 of the introduction. 
(b) Conditions such as 2.28(d) have no place here since every 
set as in (d) can be put in the Lie algebra of some torus. We can prove 
this by starting with a single element H, proving the analogue of 3.7 
with Z,(H) in place of Z,(H), and then proceeding by induction. 
The proof of 3.13 and 3.14 depend on another transfer lemma. Let 
G and p be as above and let G’ be of the same type as G but over an 
algebraically closed field k’ of char # p. If T’ is a maximal torus of 
G’ and L’, x’, etc. are defined accordingly, we require the existence 
of an isometry from L onto L’ matching up X with X’, Z with Z’, 
and IV with IV’. We may construct G’, for example, by starting with 
the direct product of a simply connected semisimple group G” and 
a torus T”, both over k’, with F* matched up with Z* (hence L” 
with L(Z*)) and L” with the orthogonal complement of L(A’*) in L, 
and then dividing out an appropriate finite subgroup of the center 
(which may be partly infinitesimal (see [2, $171)). 
3.16 LEMMA. Let # be a Jixed isomorphism of the additive group of k, 
onto the group of p-th roots of 1 of k’ and v its extension from t(k,) onto 
the group T’(p) of p-th roots of 1 of T’ (cf. 3.1). Then the conclusions 
of 2.32 with the obvious substitutions hold. 
Proof. Like that of 2.32. 
Proof of Theorems 3.13 and 3.14. Let T be a maximal torus of G 
and G’, T’, y as in 3.16 so that v maps t(k,) onto T’(p) isomorphically. 
Let H, H’ = v(H) be a corresponding pair of elements. Let IV’, IV’ be 
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defined for H as in 3.7, and W”‘, W’“‘ accordingly for H’ as in 2.14. 
Then w’ = IV” and W” = w”” by 3.16, so that Z,(H) and &(H’) 
are isomorphic over their identity components by 3.7 and 2.14, hence 
are both connected or both disconnected. Since every rank-l semisimple 
element of g is conjugate to an element of t(K,) and every order p 
element of G’ to an element of T’(p), it follows that the conditions 
3.13(b) for G and 2.27(b) for G’ are equivalent. But the last condition 
is equivalent to 2.27(a) (for G’), w ic in turn is equivalent to 3.13(a) h h 
since F(G) -L/L(Z*) -F(G’) and char K = p, char k’ # p. Thus (a) 
and (b) of 3.13 are equivalent and that theorem is proved. In the last 
three parts of 3.14, H may be replaced by a subspace of some t(k,), 
of dimension <2 in part (b), without changing Z,(H), by 3.6 and 3.8. 
Hence (c) and (d) are equivalent and 3.14 can be deduced from 2.28 
just as 3.13 has been deduced from 2.27, with the aid of 3.16 and a 
little care. We see further that < may be replaced by = in 3.14(b) 
in case p T 1 F I, as in 2.28(b). 
4. THE ABSTRACT ESSENCE 
The reader may have observed that in 93 once past 3.7 the discussion 
was no longer concerned with g per se, only with the action of W on t, 
and similarly in $2. We wish to extract the geometric essence of those 
discussions in the form of extensions of Chevalley’s theorem mentioned 
in 3.11. Thus to start with we assume given only a lattice L, its dual X, 
a finite reflection group W acting on L and X compatibly, and any 
Abelian group A. We write AL for A azL and wish to study Z,(H) 
when H is an element or subgroup of AL; in 92 we did this for A = k* 
or R/Z, in $3 for A = k. The root system Z is not given a priori so 
that we are free to choose it so as to facilitate our study. First we define 
Z* (as in [12, 3.61) t o consist of the minimal elements of L in the various 
directions in which the reflections of W take place. For each OL* in Z* 
there then exists u in Q @ X such that a(a*) = 2 and w,,X = X - LU(~)LU* 
for all X in L, and these al’s form Z. Here every ar(h) is in Z since OL* 
is primitive in L, so that each 01 is in fact in X. It is easily verified that 
.Z* and ,Z are root systems, the integrality coming from the above 
equation with h = /3* E .P, so that we are in the situation of 92 and $3. 
Our choice of Z* also yields: 
4.1 LEMMA. If H is a subset of AL and CY a root, tken a(H) = 0 if and 
oni’y if w, E Z,(H). 
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Proof. The last condition, (1 - w,)H = 0, i.e., or(H)ol* = 0 by the 
formula for a reflection, is equivalent to al(H) = 0 since 01* is primitive. 
The results we have in mind may now be stated, with L, X,..., A 
as we have just introduced them. By 2.14 and 3.7, the analogue in W of 
a subgroup of G that is connected is a subgroup that is generated by 
reflections. Therefore, for each subgroup Y of W we write Y” for its 
largest reflection subgroup, generated by the reflections that it contains. 
4.2 THEOREM. Let H be an element of AL. Assume that every jinite 
subgroup of A is cycle, OY, equivalently, that tors X(H) is cyclic. 
(4 -G4W/ZdH>” is isomorphic to a subgroup of F = tors L/L(z*), 
and if A contains an element of order n, then every subgroup of F of order n 
is realizable. 
(b) If H” E Z, then y” = 1 for ally E Z,(H)/Z,(H)O. 
Here Z denotes “the center” ZAL(W). 
4.3 COROLLARY. Z,(H) is a reflection group in (a) in case F = 0, i.e. 
( W, L) is “simply connected,” in (b) in case n is prime to 1 F I. 
This is clear. 
4.4 Remarks. In theorems such as this the only elements of A that 
come into play are those of X(H) so that the assumptions made are 
effectively equivalent. The condition on A is that it is imbeddable in 
some k* (in R/Z if A is small enough), so that in view of 2.14 and the 
fact that the data L, X,..., k are realizable in some reductive algebraic 
group, the above results may be extracted from 2.16. Alternatively, the 
earlier proofs may be transferred to the present context. 
4.5 THEOREM. Let H be any subgroup of AL. Then Z,(H)/Z,(H)O is 
nilpotent. Let X0 be the annihilator of H in X and p a prime. If X/X0 has 
no p-torsion OY ;f (L, W) has none, then Zw(H)/Zw(H)o andL(C*)/L(z’*) 
have none. 
Here z = Z,(H) and the torsion primes for (L, IV) are meant to 
be those of 2.5. 
4.6 COROLLARY. If tors X/X0 is relatively prime to tors (L, W) (resp. 
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to torsZ), tken Z&H) is. a reflection group (rap. Z,(H)O is simply 
connected in W). 
In view of 4.5 this’is clear. 
4.7 Remarks. If A itself, or equivalently X(H) by 4.4, is free from 
the torsion of (L, W) (resp. of C) in 4.6, then X/X0 will always be 
torsion free (and similarly in 4.5). In particular, if A is b or W, hence 
has no torsion at all, we get Chevalley’s theorem itself, made more 
precise by the condition in brackets. Another case, related to 2.17, 
in which the same strong conclusions hold, is that in which A is assumed 
to be divisible in 4.6, p-divisible in 4.5. 
Proof of 4.5. This may be deduced from 2.24 as 4.2 from 2.16 once 
it is observed that *L may be replaced by CL and H by the annihilator 
of X0 in ‘L. 
Now given an element H of order p, we may define its p-rank as 
the rank of the elementary p-group X/X0, or, equivalently, of X(H), 
and similarly if H is a subgroup. The obvious analogues of 3.13 and 
3.14 are then true. Their formulations and proofs will be left to the 
reader. 
Finally a word about duality. Let A* be the character group of A 
into some Abelian group, so that **X is that of AL. Then if we are 
interested in stabilizers in W of sets of characters, for example, for 
subgroups of T in 92, we may apply the preceding results with the 
roles of L and X, of Z:* and Z, and of A and A* interchanged. 
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